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The Plan of Operation Seaman Chain is following steps.

(1)At the specified time, by private ship or boat, coordinately come and gather around the fleet of 
USA, UK and France.
The specified time is noticed later.
Take rest and refuel and supply of food and drink by each participant's decision, Please.
These decisions are left to each participant.
(2)Surround Ships or boat except for withdrawal route.
(3)Stay there until the condition for the pause of activity is satisfied.
(4)If the condition is satisfied, then Operation Seaman Chain is over.
Break up.
This judgment which the condition is satisfied or not, is left to each participant.

The condition for the pause of activity of "Operation Seaman Chain"
The withdrawal of the fleet of USA, UK and France.

That's all.
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The Roll Model of Operation Seaman Chain is
Odawara seibatsu by Toyotomi Hideyosi.
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Siege_of_Odawara_(1590))

Toyotomi Hideyosi is the hegemon of civil war of Japan in 16th century.
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Toyotomi_Hideyoshi)
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sengoku_period)
Odawara seibatsu is the last battle of this civil war.

In the last stage of this civil war, Hojo clan was the last enemy of Toyotomi Hideyosi.
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Late_H%C5%8Dj%C5%8D_clan)
Toyotomi Hideyosi fought with Hojo clan like this.

Toyotomi Hideyosi surrounded Odawara castle.
Toyotomi Hideyosi only surrounded Odawara castle, but didn't attack castle.

Hojo clan had gathered the main body of an army in Odawara castle.
So, the power of Hojo clan was sealed.

During surrounding of Odawara castle, Flying column of Toyotomi Hideyosi attacked and ruled the 
another territory of Hojo clan except for Odawara castle.
Hojo clan left alone.
Finally, Hojo clan surrendered to Toyotomi Hideyosi.

Odawara seibatsu is compared to Operation Seaman Chain.
Odawara castle is compared to the Fleet of US and UK and France.
The another territory of Hojo clan is compared to International Public Opinion.
Flying column is compared to Russia, China and Arab League.

I expect that, 
During Operation Seaman Chain, Russia, China and Arab League move International Public 
Opinion to "Syria Problem should be referred to ICC".



Notice!
The policy of Operation Seaman Chain is as follow.
(1)Please join at your own risk.
(2)Never attack the fleet of USA, UK and France, please.
(3)Sticks to the philosophy of nonviolence please.
(4)Tell someone your participation, please.

(1)Please join at your own risk.
There is no support.
Each participant prepare all fuel, food, drink,etc itself, please.

Be careful of weather adequately, please.

255 BC, during the Punic Wars, in Sicily south coast, one group of Roman fleet encountered a 
storm.
Ship of 150 vessels of all 230 vessels sank. And, Romans 60 000 people died.
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/First_Punic_War#Role_of_naval_warfare)

If the weather is going to get nasty, then evacuate on your judgment, please.

(2)Never attack the fleet of USA, UK and France, please.
The purpose of this operation is this.
>(1)Block the military intervention to Syria by the United States of America.
The purpose of this operation is not to collapse U.S. Forces, and it is impossible.
And on top of that it is not necessary.

The refrigerator without electricity is just only a box.

(3)Sticks to the philosophy of nonviolence please.
The philosophy of nonviolence of Mahatma Gandhi is not the philosophy of grim and bear, but also 
a measure of self-defense, which not to offered enemies reasons to attack.

This operation is like DoS attack.
This operation aims to make U.S. Forces "BUSY".

So,
If U.S. Forces attack you, then escape or surrender.
The dead body is no use to make U.S. Forces spare Manpower and Resources.

In order to make U.S. Forces spare Manpower and Resources, 
living peoples Surround the ships or boat of the fleet of USA, UK and France, or 
make U.S. Forces chase private ships or boat like play tag, or 
caught.

In order to keep living peoples in detention, 
U.S. Forces need to spare Manpower and Resources to surveillance, 
and save facility for detention, 
and Paper work to maintain this facility, 
and feed, excrete, sleep living peoples, 
and money.



I should add, Participants of this operation don't pay any cost, even if U.S. Government charge.

Of cause, May be U.S. Forces kills arrested peoples.
It is able to use the victims as advertisement material to damage the backing for the Unilateralism of 
USA.

(4)Tell someone your participation, please.
Tell your participation please, to your families, friends, and so on.
Or, 
Announce your participation in internet, please.
For example, Your own Website, Twitter, Face book, etc.

That is the reason why you protect from abduction.

If no one know you participate Operation Seaman Chain, then enemy easily abduct you.
If someone around you know you participate Operation Seaman Chain, then it is easy for someone 
around you to realize your disappearance.

If the disappearance of some participants of Operation Seaman Chain was come to light, then it is 
able to use this as pretext to search Black site.

(1)Please join at your own risk.
(2)Never attack the fleet of USA, UK and France, please.
(3)Sticks to the philosophy of nonviolence please.
(4)Tell someone your participation, please.
The policy of Operation Seaman Chain is above.



The guess about enemy's countermeasure.
It is able to guess that enemy match for us.
For example, following countermeasure is conceivable.

Enemy send some agent and mix in participants of Operation Seaman Chain, and make them attack 
the fleet of USA, UK and France.

So, if someone attack the fleet of USA, UK and France, then abort Operation Seaman Chain, and 
execute following operation.

Operation TAG
The Plan of Operation TAG is following steps.

(1)Run around the fleet of USA, UK and France by private ship or boat.
Take rest and refuel and supply of food and drink by each participant's decision, please.
These decisions are left to each participant.
(2)Stay there until the condition for the pause of activity is satisfied.
(3)If the condition is satisfied, then Operation TAG is over.
Break up.
This judgment which the condition is satisfied or not, is left to each participant.

The condition for the pause of activity of "Operation TAG"
The withdrawal of the fleet of USA, UK and France.

That's all.

Counter Colonial Business
http://www.geocities.co.jp/WallStreet/7659/ccb.html
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